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“An enchanting, engaging, and insightful” guide on how to use modern alchemy to develop
intuition, cultivate self-knowledge—and apply real magic to life's challenges (Caroline Myss,
author of Entering the Castle)Many regard alchemy as a metaphor for inner transformation. But
this is only half the story. According to Catherine MacCoun, alchemy is no mere metaphor. It’s
real magic. Transforming the inner world is, for the alchemist, a way to transform the outer world.
Through studying the principles of alchemy, we can achieve extraordinary effects from ordinary
actions by understanding how the world really works. We can perceive the hidden connections
between the spiritual and the material worlds. Knowledge of these connections enables us to
influence external phenomena through the powers of heart and mind alone. Yet alchemy is not,
like some forms of magic, the exercise of mind over matter. It is the art of taking what already
exists—whatever presents itself—and transmuting the harmful into the helpful, the useless into
the valuable.On Becoming an Alchemist initiates us into these secrets, showing us how to think,
perceive, and operate as an alchemist. It offers practical advice and exercises that will help the
modern magician to:● Understand and apply basic principles of alchemy● Transmute setbacks,
failures, and losses into sources of magical power● Navigate one’s inner world with poise,
confidence, and common sense● Intuitively show up in the right place at the right time to benefit
from magical coincidences● Discover the potentials latent in any situation by awakening subtle
perception



“What MacCoun gives us in her book is a great telling of the workability of magic complete with
history, principles, and procedures. She believes that we all have the ability to perform magic, to
transform our lives and our world for the better.”—Evolve! Magazine“A richly gratifying
exploration of alchemy. MacCoun represents this ancient art as a kind of spiritual graduate
school.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review)“An enchanting, engaging, and insightful work that
investigates the power of our creativity and our relationship to the laws of the universe.”—
Caroline Myss, author of Entering the Castle and Anatomy of the Spirit“Catherine MacCoun is a
great communicator, and she knows her stuff from the inside too. Blows a bright and refreshing
breeze through the musty halls of hermetic and magical symbolism, and lays it all on the line.
Highly recommended.”—Gareth Knight, author of Magic and the Western Mind“A true alchemist,
Catherine MacCoun has transformed profound ideas into a gold standard of what a book on
magic should be. Excellently written with prose that sparkles with clarity and wit, this book can
serve novice and advanced practitioner alike with equal grace and insight.”—David Spangler,
author of Blessing and Everyday Miracles“Many discussions of alchemy are hopelessly dense
and opaque; this one is full of light and life. With admirable clarity, MacCoun shows how alchemy
can benefit one’s life here and now. This is uncluttered, everyday wisdom; the most accessible
discussion of the psychospiritual dimensions of alchemy to appear in years.”—Larry Dossey,
MD, author of The Extraordinary Healing Power of Ordinary ThingsABOUT THE BOOKMany
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UpPART ONEPrinciples1In Quest of the Philosopher’s StoneIN 1365 or thereabouts, Nicholas
Flamel, a young scrivener living in Paris, purchased a gilded book for two florins. In an age when
books were luxury items, two florins was ridiculously cheap. It was like finding the Gutenberg
Bible on the remainder table at Barnes and Noble. He suspected the book had been stolen, or
perhaps hidden and then discovered by someone who had no idea of its value.The volume was
handwritten on some strange material that looked to Flamel like shavings of tree bark. It was
divided into three sections of seven leaves each, and every seventh leaf was covered with hand-
painted images. The first page named the author as “Abraham the Jew, Prince, Priest, Levite,
Astrologer, and Philosopher” then went on to rain down curses on anyone who dared to read
further, unless he be a priest or a scribe. Though probably not the kind of scribe this Abraham
had in mind, Flamel figured he was covered by the exemption and went on reading.He gathered
that the book was a self-help manual for Hebrews who were having trouble paying their taxes to
the Roman Empire. It claimed that base metals could be transmuted into silver and gold with the
aid of a philosopher’s stone and went on to explain how to make one. The text was as forthright
as a cookbook, but for one point: it neglected to specify the main ingredient, referring to it
vaguely as the prima materia (i.e., first matter). This was about as helpful as saying, “The main
ingredient is the main ingredient.”There were, however, some beautiful illuminated figures
illustrating the prima materia. One depicted a young man with winged feet whom Flamel took to
be the god Hermes/Mercury. An old man with an hourglass on top of his head and a scythe in
his hand was chasing after Mercury. Next came a picture of a flower with a blue stem and red
and white petals, growing on a mountaintop, surrounded by dragons and griffins. After this came



a picture of a rosebush growing near a hollow oak tree. From the base of the rose bush sprang
an underground stream. Many people were digging, trying to find the stream, while one man was
trying to weigh it. The pictorial narrative concluded with an image of soldiers killing babies and
collecting their blood. This last picture was the only one that suggested anything like a
procedure to Flamel. He figured it depicted Herod’s “slaughter of the innocents.” Flamel
happened to know of a cemetery dedicated to the Holy Innocents, so he went there and buried
some “hieroglyphics” he had copied from the book.Apart from that, he was stumped. He spent
many days pondering the pictures, but still could not work out how to get started. Seeing that he
was becoming depressed, his young bride Peronelle (whom, he tells us, “I loved as much as
myself”) asked, “What’s the matter, Nicholas?” He showed her the book. She was entranced by
it and began to study it along with him. Although she, too, was unable to discover what was the
matter, sharing the mystery with her brought him much consolation.Flamel made painstaking
copies of the puzzling illustrations and showed them to every scholar he could find. Most of them
were clueless and scoffed at the notion of a philosopher’s stone. But one, a physician named
Anselm, claimed to know exactly what the symbols meant and went on to offer explicit
instructions. He said, for example, that quicksilver (mercury) could only be fixed—that is,
deprived of volatility—by decocting it in the blood of very young children.Alas, Anselm’s
exegesis proved “more subtle than true.” Flamel writes, “This explanation sent me astray through
a labyrinth of innumerable false processes for one and twenty years, it being always understood
that I made no experiments with the blood of children, for that I accounted villainous.”After
twenty-one years of being stuck at the very beginning, Flamel reckoned he’d better seek out the
source of the text. Perhaps in Spain he could find a Jewish priest who would clue him in on the
Cabbala. With his wife’s blessing, he set off on the traditional pilgrimage to the church of St.
James Compostela. Though he failed to find such a priest, he met a merchant on the return
voyage who introduced him to a very learned converted Jew named Master Canches. Canches
immediately recognized Flamel’s copied illustrations and was keen to know where the original
book might be found. Flamel offered to show it to him in exchange for an interpretation of the
pictures. Canches agreed, and from him Flamel learned the identity of the prima materia. But
before he could explain how to prepare it, Canches took sick. He died after seven days of
profuse vomiting. Flamel buried him and returned home.After three more years “pondering the
words of the philosophers and proving various operations suggested by their study” he was at
last able to prepare the basic ingredient. Once he accomplished that, the rest was so easy he
“could scarcely miss.” He need only follow the book’s instructions word for word. On 17 January
1392, in the presence of his wife, he used the philosopher’s stone to transmute half a pound of
mercury into pure silver. On 25 April, he again applied the stone to half a pound of mercury and
this time produced pure gold. After that, he and Peronelle went on to make gold three more
times. Together they endowed fourteen hospitals and seven churches, built three chapels, and
restored seven cemeteries.Matter MattersBy now you have likely concluded that this story is an
allegory, beginning as it does with the improbably low price of the book and culminating in the



even more improbable transmutation of mercury into gold. You are figuring that everything in it
probably stands for something else. If you can uncover the hidden meaning of the various
components—the beloved wife, the clueless scholars, the pilgrimage, the cemetery, the blood of
innocents, and so forth—you will be able to discern some sort of spiritual path leading to a result
that is described metaphorically as “gold.” You may also be aware that the psychologist Carl
Jung made an intensive study of texts such as this one, finding in them many of the images that
arose in the dreams of his patients. He concluded that these images were fixtures of the
collective unconscious and that alchemy was an ancient form of depth psychology.All of this is
true, as far as it goes. Read as an allegory, the tale will reward years of study and meditation. It is
full of symbols and descriptions of inner (that is, psychological or spiritual) processes. But is it
merely an allegory? That is, are we meant to conclude that none of these events actually
happened in the external world?Nicholas Flamel was a real person who died in 1415 and was
buried at the church of St. Jacques-la-Boucherie. When the church was demolished in 1717, the
inscribed tablet on his grave was lost. It eventually resurfaced on the rue des Arias in the shop of
a grocer who was using it as a chopping block for his herbs. According to the inscription on the
tablet, one Nicholas Flamel, a scrivener, made numerous gifts to charity, including endowments
to various churches and hospitals in Paris. In those days, a scrivener was roughly the equivalent
of a typist—a low paid clerical worker. How did a scrivener manage to become a philanthropist?
To be sure, a great many charlatans and con artists have called themselves alchemists. In
medieval Europe, pseudo-alchemists would demand quantities of gold, silver, and jewels from
the rich and credulous, their only act of magic being to make these riches vanish along with
themselves. It is likely that some alchemists used a knowledge of chemistry and metallurgy to
produce alloys that merely resembled gold. In 1317, Pope John XXII issued a decree forbidding
the practice, as did the Roman emperor Diocletian more than ten centuries earlier. Yet the ranks
of alchemists have also boasted some of history’s greatest scientific minds. Isaac Newton was
an alchemist. So was Basil Valentine, the father of modern chemistry, and Roger Bacon, the
English physician, astronomer, and mathematician. It was Bacon who first articulated the
principle of empiricism: that the experience of our physical senses is the arbiter of scientific truth.
Not only was he an alchemist, but it would appear from some of his writings that he himself had
produced the philosopher’s stone. Is it plausible that these self-declared empiricists would apply
not only their scientific minds but their scientific equipment to an enterprise that was nothing but
a metaphor? Would they risk their credibility on an endeavor that was nothing but a scam?My
aim is not to convince you that literal base metals have, in the past, been transmuted into literal
gold. It cannot be proven to the satisfaction of modern historians, much less modern scientists.
What does seem clear is that alchemy is not merely a metaphor. It is, as Jung described, an
inner process. But the contemporary alchemists who still pursue their work in physical
laboratories insist that it is not just an inner process. To eliminate the material aspects from
consideration is, from their perspective, to miss the point altogether. One who produces the
philosopher’s stone must necessarily undergo a profound inward change, a drastic



rearrangement of body, soul, and spirit. Yet the motive for that inward change is to produce
outward change, that is, to rearrange the stuff of this world. The alchemist’s aim is to work magic.
The traditional practical goals of alchemical magic—to promote human health and material well-
being—are to be taken literally.Throughout history, religious people have tended to believe that
the world was divided into spirit and matter, and that spirit was the good part. Heaven was
pictured as “up there” and thus higher—in both a spatial and an evaluative sense—than “down
here.” Many spiritual practices reflect this. They attempt to make a person more spirit-like and
less body-like. They help a person either to transcend or to live more harmoniously in a material
world that is, for the most part, taken as a given. As Karl Marx observed when he called it “the
opiate of the masses,” spirituality that is dismissive of the material tends to support the earthly
status quo.To the alchemist, matter is in no way to be despised. Matter matters. Alchemists are
not content merely to adapt to the world. They want to change it. To them, the test of spiritual
truth is whether you can do something with it. They seek to understand the inner workings of the
world in order to participate actively in its creation.Many people conceive magical deeds as
defying natural laws. The magician dons special robes, lights candles, recites incantations, and
conducts peculiar rites. From an empirical point of view, there appears to be no causal
connection between the magician’s actions and the desired result, i.e., no reason why muttering
some words over a crystal should cause his grandmother to send him a check or his home team
to win the Super Bowl. If the desired result is achieved, it must be by means of the supernatural.
Whatever that is.The supernatural is not a concept for alchemists. Many of their procedures
sound like the operations of cooks or chemists: boiling, cooling, dissolving, separating, drying,
fermenting, etc. Whether applied literally, as in the case of laboratory alchemy, or more
metaphorically, cooling as in “chilling out,” they are things that regular people do, too. When
these procedures work, it is for reasons that, to the alchemist, appear perfectly natural, perfectly
logical.Say you’ve just spilled red wine on a white silk shirt. You dab helplessly at the stain,
certain the shirt is ruined. Then your hostess pours some white wine over the red wine.
Abracadabra, the stain disappears. “Like magic,” you might be tempted to say. You don’t really
mean that this feat defies the laws of nature. You assume there’s some reason for it that a
chemist could explain. What makes it seem magical is that the solution is at once so unexpected
(getting rid of a wine stain by spilling more wine) and so effective. The magic lies not in defying
the laws of nature, but in knowing them and applying them to such remarkable effect. This is
what alchemical magic really is like. The alchemist can achieve extraordinary results from
ordinary actions because he or she understands, better than the average person, how the world
works.At Findhorn, a windswept trailer park on the coast of Scotland, cabbages the size of
beach balls were grown in soil that was little more than sand. The results were so improbable
that Findhorn acquired the reputation of being a magical place, and its gardeners magical
people. While it seems more unlikely than the wine trick, the garden’s spectacular yield was not
the result of anything supernatural. The Findhorn residents took the sort of actions that are
familiar to any gardener: enriching the soil, staking, watering and so forth. What was unusual



was the source of their information. They took instruction from the devas (nature spirits) who
guided the growth of particular plant species. For instance, the Spinach Deva would tell them
that the spinach plants wanted to be farther apart. The Tomato Deva would request that a
windbreak be left in place until the plants had set fruit. The Pea Deva would counsel, “Don’t
worry about the slugs. They’re not a threat to us.” Unexceptional actions proved exceptionally
effective because the gardeners were being taught to perceive the garden from the plants’ point
of view.In ancient and medieval times, alchemy and physical science were the same discipline.
The conflict that led to their eventual divorce had more to do with methods of investigation than
results. To be affirmed as a fact by modern science, a phenomenon must be evident to any
observer. Practically speaking, this means that it must be detectable by the physical senses,
either directly or through the use of scientific instruments. Observations must also be repeatable.
Experimental results are only considered valid if they reoccur consistently when others
undertake the same experiment. Furthermore, observations must be free from observer bias. To
reduce the possibility of wishful perception, scientists set out to disprove their own
hypotheses.These rules set an admirable standard of intellectual honesty and facilitate the
debunking of prejudice, superstition, and dogma. Adopting them enabled the physical sciences
to advance very rapidly. They tended, though, to marginalize alchemists, whose methods of
knowing included meditation, dreams, visions, and conversations with non-corporeal beings. No
matter how impressive the resulting cabbages, listening to the Cabbage Deva does not pass
muster as a scientific method of inquiry.The scientific method is very good at knowing some
things, but it can be an impediment to knowing other things. Suppose, for instance, a gentleman
is attracted to a certain lady and wishes to become better acquainted with her. Can he achieve
this by measuring her, taking her temperature, and subjecting her to a CAT scan? Not only will
these operations fail to tell him what he really wants to know, but they are likely to so annoy the
object of his inquiry that she stops returning his calls. What he really wishes to know—the
intimate secrets of her body and soul—can only be learned if he ceases to be objective. She will
entrust her secrets to him only if he displays clear bias in her favor. And the more exclusive his
knowledge of her—that is, the less it can be confirmed by any observer besides himself—the
more precious it is to him.The alchemist would argue that all natural phenomena have
something in common with the lady. They unfold some of their secrets to objective, scientific
inquiry while bestowing others only on the subjective observer. The soul of a thing—whether
animal, vegetable, or mineral—reveals itself only in active relationship to another soul. And there
is a knack to this. Some souls are better at knowing than are other souls. The range and
accuracy of the soul as an instrument of perception can be developed and enhanced. The
procedures for developing its faculties are no less demanding than the scientific method. Magic
is the practical application of what the soul perceives. It is also a test of whether one has
perceived correctly, for magic either works or it doesn’t.Alchemists want to understand the whole
world in both its material and its non-material aspects. They are willing to forego scientific
consensus (and thus risk being labeled as crackpots) in order to study phenomena and apply



principles that they can perceive, whether or not others share their perceptions. This is not the
same as being superstitious. Nor is it the same as being religious. If alchemists don’t feel
compelled to demonstrate what they believe to the readers of Scientific American, neither do
they feel compelled to believe what they can’t demonstrate to themselves. What for a religious
person might be a creed is, to the alchemist, a working hypothesis. Confronted with a spiritual
teaching or religious belief, an alchemist is less likely to ask, “Is it true?” than “Is it workable?” A
workable idea is one you can act on with good result.It is characteristic of alchemists to treat the
pursuit of physical science as a spiritual discipline and to approach the spiritual with scientific
rigor and practicality. For alchemists, the spiritual and the material are two different aspects of
the same world. That insight into one is insight into the other is both an article of faith and a
working hypothesis. Alchemists set out to demonstrate it because they believe it.Magic the Hard
WayAt first blush, magic sounds like an easy way of doing things. That’s part of its appeal. If you
could really turn lead into gold, you wouldn’t have to get up and go to work in the morning. Yet
when you read alchemists’ accounts of their quest for the philosopher’s stone, doing things “the
easy way” seems insanely difficult. It took Nicholas Flamel most of his adult life to produce eight
ounces of gold. Surely he could have managed the same result just by getting a better job.If all
you really want to do is pay your taxes to the Roman Empire, I would recommend you buy a
book on personal finance. While alchemy can indeed help you to achieve that and other
practical results, and the task of raising money is entirely worthy of alchemical attention, it’s a bit
like buying a cow when all you want is a glass of milk. For the alchemist, even a modest outward
result can require tremendous inner effort, because changing what is inside is how the alchemist
goes about changing what is outside.All magicians operate on the assumption that inward
events can influence outward events, that external phenomena can be altered by what goes on
in the human mind. Contrary to popular belief, it is an assumption shared by most scientists.
They have to go out of their way to eliminate mental factors from physical experiments. When
testing a new drug, for example, they must control for the placebo effect, that is, the fact that a
certain percentage of patients will get better if you give them a sugar pill and tell them it’s
medicine. The separation of material events from mental events is an artificial condition that
occurs only in the science lab. It’s not how things work in the real world.If you’re like most people,
you occasionally deploy your mental powers in the hope of influencing what happens. Perhaps
you have discovered that you can make some of your desires come true by visualizing or using
affirmations or other forms of “positive thinking.” And if you haven’t discovered that, you most
certainly will have discovered that you can make some of your worries come to pass by worrying.
You might pray, send “light” or “good energy” or simply kind thoughts to people who seem to
need your help. You wouldn’t bother unless you believed that what goes on in your mind could
potentially make a difference. By employing special techniques to concentrate and project
thought, magicians can achieve some remarkable effects. You yourself will probably develop this
ability in the course of becoming an alchemist. But the magic of thought projection alone is not
alchemy.In Tibetan alchemy, the philosopher’s stone is a magical diamond. It is said to have the



power to transmute poison into medicine. To be sure, the basic magic of mind control might
enable an adept to drink poison without getting sick. Like lying on a bed of nails or walking over
hot coals, the stunt entails concentrating so powerfully that one remains unaffected by what is
harmful. The magician doesn’t change and neither does the poison. But to render the harmful
beneficial is a different sort of procedure altogether. It requires an intimate knowledge of the
poison; a knowledge that cannot possibly be gained by remaining unaffected.Between you and
anything that you might wish to influence there is a relationship. If either party in a relationship
changes, the relationship itself is changed. In turn, any change in the relationship changes both
parties. So if you wish to change something, the first thing you must do is discover the true
nature of your relationship to it. Then you will be able to see how to change it by changing
yourself. This is the basic logic of alchemy.Sounds simple, doesn’t it? Alas, it is much easier said
than done, for discovering the true nature of a relationship is not at all easy. Our perception is
clouded by our hopes and fears, our opinions, preconceptions, likes, and dislikes. Often what
obscures it most is our very desire to change an object in the first place. Let me give you a down-
to-earth example.Our would-be magician is a young woman called Annie. One night she goes
out to a bar where a handsome guitarist named Carlos is performing. During a break between
sets, they strike up a conversation and Carlos asks for Annie’s phone number. Annie is thrilled.
Over the next few days, she eagerly awaits a call that never comes. By day five, she is so
frustrated that she decides to resort to magic.How shall she go about it? Annie’s first idea is to
apply visualization. She lights a candle, closes her eyes, and concentrates on a mental picture of
her desire: the phone ringing, Carlos’s voice, her witty remarks, his laughter, his inviting her out
on a date. Once she has perfected the mental picture, she attempts to send it his way, hoping
that it will inspire him to act.Will that work? Maybe. Maybe not. But even if it does work, it’s not
alchemy. Annie is attempting to change Carlos, but she hasn’t changed anything about
Annie.Instead of focusing on Carlos himself, let’s look at what’s happening in the relationship
between them. Outwardly, Annie is in a passive position, waiting for Carlos to take the initiative.
Inwardly, though, Annie is the pursuer. Her body is sitting still, but her soul is chasing Carlos. As
your grandmother probably told you, guys don’t like to be chased. So when the visualization
fails, Annie decides to attempt the time-honored magic of “playing hard to get.” She turns off her
cell phone so that if Carlos tries to call he will get her voice mail.This maneuver isn’t alchemy
either. She has only succeeded in changing her outward behavior, not her inward state. She is
still hoping to manipulate the object of her desire. The real problem here is that she hasn’t
discovered the true nature of her relationship to that object. She has only seen one aspect of it:
the fact that, inwardly, she is the pursuer. But what, exactly, is she pursuing. Who is Carlos?
What does he really mean to her?Annie works at an office job that bores her. Her life, as she
sees it, is conventional and uninspired. Carlos attracts her because he is a musician. She
imagines he leads an arty, bohemian life and that being a part of it would make her own life a lot
more interesting. What your grandmother probably didn’t tell you is that when you become
infatuated with someone you hardly know, what you have actually fallen in love with is an



unrealized potential in yourself. You have a big crush on what you yourself secretly wish to
become. In other words, Annie isn’t having a relationship with the actual Carlos at all. The true
nature of the relationship is the longing of the conventional Annie for the arty and bohemian
Annie. Annie is chasing herself.The “poison” here is Annie’s frustrated longing for a different life.
The alchemy begins with tasting that, swallowing it, experiencing its nature, and feeling its full
effects. If our heroine is willing to do that, something in her will change. Perhaps she will quit her
boring job. Perhaps she will begin to cultivate her own thwarted creativity, or go on an adventure,
or seek out more interesting friends. I don’t know exactly what she’ll do, but if she has perceived
the relationship accurately, Annie will change. She will become more like the person she
imagines Carlos to be.Will this cause him to telephone? Beats me. The question has lost its
importance. Alchemical magic always begins with a specific desire, like wanting someone to
phone. No desire is too silly, too trivial, or too selfish to serve as your base matter. (That’s why
they call it base matter.) But if you’re really doing alchemy, the outcome might bear no
resemblance at all to what you thought you were going for. Alchemical procedures change the
alchemist and, in the process, often change the very desire that gave rise to
them.Environmentally Responsible MagicImagine for a moment that it was impossible to
dispose of garbage. Imagine you had to find a way to recycle every single thing you currently
throw away. You would end up inventing alchemy. To transmute is to take a lowly thing and make
it valuable, to take a harmful thing and make it helpful. You could say it’s a form of sacred
ecology.Recycling occurs all the time in the natural world. Take for example the compost heap.
It’s made of things that don’t look or smell very nice—manure, kitchen waste, rotted lawn
clippings—and crawling with bugs and worms. You throw a handful of this muck into a hole,
along with a bulb that looks and smells like a small onion. In spring, what emerges from that hole
is a narcissus. How was all that dark, stinky stuff transformed into something fragrant and so
white? Where did the perfume come from? The whiteness? Organic matter was recycled and
biologists can explain how, yet there’s no explaining away the sheer wonder of it, no accounting
for how base matter got recycled into something so gorgeous. Alchemists would say that nature
aspires to the sublime, attaining it by way of procedures that people can study and replicate. The
logic of the compost pile can be applied to many human aspirations and endeavors, with equally
sublime results. The magician is merely abetting the magical tendencies of nature itself.While
you probably see the point of recycling newspapers and kitchen scraps, you might not see what
recycling has to do with less tangible phenomena such as negative thoughts, feelings,
experiences, and life situations. Why would you bother to recycle seemingly worthless
conditions such as hostility or disappointment, depression or addiction? Wouldn’t it be better
simply to get rid of them altogether?Let’s play “What if?” for a moment. We know that the
physical things we flush or throw away don’t disappear from the earth. We make our homes
clean by sending rejected items and substances elsewhere, to become someone else’s
problem. What if the same were true of the thoughts and feelings we treat as junk? What if, just
as our bodies live in a collective atmosphere that we breathe, our minds partake of a collective



atmosphere that we “inhale” and “exhale” when we think? Like the air in our lungs, thoughts
would only be temporarily private. What you breathed out would later be breathed in by
others.When you cough or sneeze, microbes that have been inside you are driven out into the
common atmosphere where they are likely to infect someone else. If this were true of thoughts
as well, becoming hostile or fearful or despondent would be like catching a virus. Rejecting
these feelings would be like coughing or sneezing. There would also be such a thing as thought
pollution. In rush hour traffic, you might feel headachy and vaguely nauseous when road rage
emissions exceeded EPA standards. The popular media might be seen as smokestacks
spewing sulfurous blasts of greed, anxiety, restlessness, and titillation. When political campaigns
turned ugly, your mind might need to don a gas mask. Just as the physical atmosphere is
refreshed by wind and rain and sweetened by all sorts of pleasing aromas, bright new ideas
would clear away the stale air. Confident thoughts might smell like fresh-turned earth, loving
thoughts like cookies baking.In cold weather, you can actually see the shape of your out breath.
It disperses so quickly that, after a moment, nothing you have breathed out could be traced back
to you. This is generally true of thoughts as well. Most of them are diffuse even while we are
thinking them and become more so after they leave us. But we can also exhale in a more
deliberate way. You blow on a match to extinguish it. When building a fire in a fireplace, you
might blow on a flame to encourage it to catch. You might blow on your eyeglasses to moisten
the lenses before wiping them or blow on your fingertips to make nail polish dry faster.
Depending on your intention, the air you exhale can either abet fire or extinguish it, add moisture
or subtract it. If you understand that thoughts are like air, then you can achieve all sorts of useful
effects by exhaling them on purpose. This is the basic idea behind thought magic. The technique
is to form a clear intention then “blow” it in the right direction.Wind can move air pollution
elsewhere, but it can’t change bad air into good air. For that, we need plants. Their respiration is
the opposite of ours: they breathe in carbon dioxide and breathe out oxygen. What is waste for
them is essential for us, and vice versa. Our garbage is their compost. Alchemists are to the
thought environment what plants are to the physical environment. They can take in the
“hazardous waste” of human experience and return it to the world as nourishment, refreshment,
and beauty.The body’s immune system is set up to reject as foreign whatever does not resemble
its own genetic material. But the body doesn’t normally react that way to what we eat. It doesn’t
marshal antibodies to repel the foreign invasion of a Big Mac and fries. Instead, it transmutes
this dubious material into energy and replacements for its own depleted cells. When you attain
the philosopher’s stone, your inner life becomes less like an immune system and more like a
digestive system. What you instinctively wish to reject as foreign and unwanted, you learn
instead to metabolize through a process of inner digestion.Like recycling literal garbage,
alchemical transmutation often involves procedures that don’t look especially mysterious. What
makes these actions magical is their motive, the state of mind that gives rise to them. You are
taking what you instinctively wish to reject as bad, embracing it, and working with it until it is
transformed into something good. If to transmute rather than to reject has become your first



impulse in most negative situations, you might be doing ordinary things, but you are not an
ordinary person. You have already transmuted yourself, reversed the knee-jerk reaction to
negativity that you, along with every other human being, were born with. You have developed the
metabolism of a magician.This fundamental change in “spiritual metabolism” is what it means to
attain the philosopher’s stone. Once you have achieved it, you won’t need step-by-step
instructions on how to transmute phenomena any more than you presently need instructions on
how to digest your food. To address ordinary situations in a magical way will come naturally to
you. This book will be primarily concerned with what alchemists call the “Great Work”—the
preparation of the stone. This is the part that took Flamel twenty-four years to achieve. (With
Anselm out of the picture, you may have better luck.) Once he had accomplished it, the rest was
obvious and easy.The philosopher’s stone is not a metal or a mineral. It’s not a material object at
all. So what is it? Here’s a hint from Mahatma Gandhi: Be the change you wish to see in the
world. Maybe right now you read that as just a bumper sticker slogan. But one day you may be
astonished that you’ve heard it for free, that it isn’t buried deep in some Himalayan cave,
guarded by high priests, dragons, vestal virgins, and blood-guzzling Tibetan deities. For Gandhi
has let the cat entirely out of the bag, given away the most mysterious and potent alchemical
secret of them all. There is in it the power to overthrow an empire. Take that literally.Hermes and
HermeticismThe many esoteric traditions that contributed to Western alchemy have a common
ancestor in a small collection of writings that survived the destruction of the great library of
Alexandria. Known as the Hermetica, the writings were attributed to someone called Hermes
Trismegistus or “thrice-great Hermes.” This was probably a brand name applied to the works of a
number of different writers over several centuries, rather than the name of a particular
person.The story usually goes that the texts were written by ancient Egyptians and discovered
later by the Greeks, but some scholars believe it was the other way around. Conventional
historians have trouble figuring this out because they assume that the author’s namesake—the
Greek god Hermes (known as Thoth to the Egyptians)—exists only in mythology. If you accept
the premise that Hermes is an actual being whose job is to impart messages from the spiritual
world to humans, it is much easier to understand how not only Greeks and ancient Egyptians but
Jewish Cabbalists, Muslim Sufis, Gnostic Christians, Tibetan Buddhists, and Chinese Taoists
kept coming up with variations on the same ideas. The Greeks and/or Egyptians applied his
name to their alchemical texts because he was the actual source of them.A hermeticist—literally
an associate of Hermes—is one who seeks to understand the mundane world in light of the
spiritual world. My dictionary defines “hermeticism” as a synonym for alchemy. During the Middle
Ages this was true and perhaps it will one day be true again. At present, most people who call
themselves hermeticists would not call themselves alchemists.Alchemy is the practical
application of what the hermeticist understands. To do something useful with spiritual knowledge
was, for ancient and medieval hermeticists, the point of acquiring it. During the Renaissance, this
pragmatic impulse shifted to the natural sciences. Hermeticists, by and large, stopped expecting
their studies to bear practical fruit. They stopped trying to do magic. Some even ceased to



believe that magic was possible.Contemporary alchemists are indebted to hermeticists for
preserving and advancing alchemical theory. But that theory is of little worth unless it’s tested
through practice. Approaching knowledge of the spiritual world with neither religious faith nor
scientific rigor, the hermeticist can all too easily become a pretentious crackpot. It is the
practicing magician who puts hermetic findings to the test of workability.2Unlocking the Secret
CodesNICHOLAS FLAMEL was not the only alchemist to be stumped by the question of the
prima materia. In The Canterbury Tales, Chaucer wisecracks about alchemists trying “powders
diverse, ashes, dung, piss and clay” all to no avail. Many alchemical texts seem to be speaking
in deliberate riddles on the matter. According to the Sophie Hydrolith (1619), “it is found
potentially everywhere, and in everything, but in all its perfection only in one thing.” The Gloria
Mundi (1526) tells us:It is familiar to all men, both young and old; is found in the country, in the
village, in the town, in all things created by God; yet it is despised by all. Rich and poor handle it
every day. It is cast into the street by servant maids. Children play with it. Yet no one prizes it,
though, next to the human soul, it is the most beautiful and the most precious thing upon earth
and has the power to pull down kings and princes. Nevertheless, it is esteemed the vilest and
meanest of earthly things.If alchemical texts are not mere allegories, if they are practical
instructions that their authors wish their readers to act upon, why do they speak in riddles and
symbols? Why do they so elaborately describe the roadside scenery while failing to direct you to
the on ramp?Alchemical traditions exist in all the major world religions. Practitioners believe
alchemy to be the deeper meaning of every religion. Since the keepers of orthodoxy have rarely
agreed, alchemists have often been persecuted. Christian practitioners of the art, for instance,
had the Inquisition to worry about. Their alchemical findings were often disguised as stories,
poems, and games. More direct instructions were sometimes presented in code and might
include deliberate disinformation to throw off the casual or hostile reader. One could understand
the texts only if initiated by another practitioner, as Flamel was initiated by Canches.To be
initiated means to be clued in, to catch on. The practice of formal initiation still persists in Sufism,
Tantric Buddhism, and esoteric Christian orders such as the Freemasons, Rosicrucians, and
Templars. When it works as it should, the teacher guides the student through preparatory
exercises, practices, and tests—a process that may take many years. It culminates in either a
ceremony or a spontaneous encounter during which there is a kind of intuitive communion
between teacher and student. It is as if the student suddenly shares the teacher’s “take,”
perceives as the teacher perceives.In settings where the knack of teaching in this way has been
passed from person to person and retained its vitality, initiation can be very effective.
Unfortunately, you may also run into sects where the outward forms have been reified and lost
most of their inner power. At their worst, initiatory orders can be snooty, elitist, and ungenerous,
putting needless obstacles in the student’s way. Freshmen are hazed merely because freshmen
have always been hazed. Difficulty comes to be prized for its own sake.I should also point out
that many alchemists prize blarney for its own sake. The guiding spirit of alchemy is Hermes
who, in Greek mythology is the god of seers, messengers, and travelers and also of thieves,



charlatans, and con artists. Even a highly reliable source may succumb now and again to the
impulse to pull your leg. Part of a magician’s initiation is learning to recognize a joke when you
see one.But deliberate misdirection is not the whole explanation for the difficulty of alchemical
literature. In a number of baffling texts, the author has expressed an earnest intention to be clear
and to tell all. Consider Artephius, a twelfth-century alchemist who, rumored to have lived a
thousand years, felt qualified to pen a manual entitled The Art of Prolonging Human Life. He
wrote:As I have seen, through this long space of time, that men have been unable to perfect the
same magistery on account of the obscurity of the words of the philosophers, moved by pity and
good conscience, I have resolved, in these last days, to publish in all sincerity and truly, so that
men may have nothing more to desire concerning this work. I except one thing only, because it
can be revealed only by a master, or by God. Nevertheless, this likewise may be learned from
this book, provided one be not stiff-necked and have a little experience.If this “one thing” that
Artephius isn’t saying can nevertheless be learned from his book, why doesn’t he just spit it out?
Pretty much for the same reason that a joke isn’t funny if you have to explain the punch line.Like
Artephius, Basil Valentine was doing his level best to spill the alchemical beans. He meant for
others to act on his lab notes and replicate his experiments. Nevertheless, even trained chemists
are mystified by his writings. For every procedure, he appears to eliminate one key step. But, as
the modern writer Archibald Cockren has observed, the key “is invariably to be found in some
other part of the writings, probably in the midst of one of the mysterious theological discourses
which he was wont to insert among his practical instructions.” Nicholas Flamel made a similar
discovery after “pondering the words of the philosophers and proving various operations
suggested by their study.” That is, the philosophy suggests the operations. In alchemical
writings, the abstract implies the concrete, and vice versa. Procedures imply metaphysical
principles, and principles imply procedures. If you don’t know what to do, study what they’re
telling you to think about. If you’re not sure what to think, study the instructions on what to
do.Sometimes alchemists wrote in code, either to conceal information from unintended readers
or as a kind of shorthand to communicate more efficiently with colleagues. Both types of code
are easy to crack once you have the key. It’s similar to how you decode e-mail by knowing what
ASAP, LOL, and :-) mean. In codes of this type, a symbol means one thing and one thing only.
You simply substitute the concept for the symbol (e.g., © means copyright) and you’ve unlocked
the entire meaning.The alchemical pictures and diagrams we’ll be concerned with in this book
are not that simple. Symbols such as the caduceus, the Ouroboros, and the rose cross
communicate many meanings at the same time. They are employed not to hide, but to reveal.
But if you attempt to crack them as you would crack a code—if you think that the caduceus
stands for such-and-such and that’s that—you will be misled, as Flamel was misled by Anselm.
Alchemical symbols imply procedures. You have to do something with them, add something to
them, before their many layers of meaning will unfold.Consider this symbol:Fig. 1.The enfolded
meaning is the box step. To produce this step, you need to add three things: movement, time,
and relationship. The footprints show you where to place each foot in relation to the other. The



arrows indicate movement (where to go) and the numbers indicate time (when to go there.) If
you correctly understand and follow these indications, the result is a waltz.Alchemical symbols
work the same way. Consider the pentagram and the Seal of Solomon, figures 2 and 3
respectively:Fig. 2.Fig. 3.Suppose I tell you that one of these figures includes a circle. Which one
is it? You can stare at the two diagrams for twenty-one years, and you won’t be able to answer,
so long as you consider them as static objects. But suppose that like figure 1, they are
instructions on how to move. You could try dancing them (not a bad idea) or you could just try
drawing each figure a few times on a piece of paper. Getting any closer to an answer? If you’re
still stumped, try drawing some circles as well.You might remember learning to draw a five-
pointed star when you were a child. Kids like drawing this type of star because it’s fun. You
zigzag in five different directions and return to the starting point without having to lift your pen.
The movement is pointy, but also circular. But why is that fun? You can’t explain why. It just is. It
satisfies something in you that you can’t name. As a kid, you felt that “something” instinctively
and enjoyed exercising it.Now concentrate on what it’s like to draw the six-pointed star. You have
to draw the two triangles separately and take care to properly align the second one with the first.
In principle, you only have to lift the pen once—between the two triangles—but you probably
make all six strokes separately because it’s difficult to draw an equilateral triangle freehand. You
have to think about the length of each line and its relationship to the others or your triangle will
come out lopsided.Keep drawing five- and six-pointed stars, without trying to think anything
deep or important about it. Just notice the mental atmosphere that seems to go with each one,
the slight shift in your consciousness as you move from one to the other. Don’t expect to be
thunderstruck by some huge revelation. What you’re looking for is extremely subtle, and you
can’t really describe it in words. That’s why it’s expressed by symbols.Let me give you another tip
about geometrical figures, for you’ll find a lot of them in hermetic texts, and they might start
showing up in your dreams as well. Suppose that in our pentagram, each of the five points
stands for something. (Don’t worry about what exactly. It’s not important at the moment.) The line
between one point and another indicates a relationship between the two. In a pentagram, each
of the five points has a direct relationship with two of the others. Now look again and notice that
besides the five original points that were connected to form the pentagram, there are an
additional five points where the relationship lines intersect. They form a pentagon within the
pentagram. These five points are five additional somethings that result when you connect one
relationship to another relationship. In the pentagon, each point is already connected by lines to
the two points adjacent to it. Try adding some more lines so that each point in the pentagon
connects with all of four of the others. What do you get? It’s another pentagram.The Tree of Life
from the Cabbala is another figure that works on the same principle.Fig. 4.The circles indicate
attributes of the divine. Each of the connecting lines represents a relationship between two
attributes.Now let’s consider the caduceus.Fig. 5.Imagine that this picture is telling you a story.
To reveal the narrative in a static picture, you once again need to add the elements of time,
movement, and relationship. You have to turn a snapshot into a movie. At the moment, two



snakes are twined around a staff of some kind. Where do you suppose the snakes were before
they slithered up the staff? How did the staff get there? How are the snakes related to each
other? Are they moving or holding still? What are the wings for? You have no doubt seen this
symbol many times in medical contexts. Can you see any relationship between the story it tells
and healing?Don’t get hung up on whether your answers are “right,” i.e., similar to what other
alchemists have seen in the caduceus. If you attempt the exercise again tomorrow, you might
come up with a different story, and yet another story a month from now. Just animate the picture
as the spirit moves you, for the movement of your spirit is ultimately what you’re after.What
you’ve been doing with these symbol exercises is what Artephius meant when he said “be not
stiff-necked.” You might have skimmed right over that offhand remark of his, but it turns out to be
one among those keys that are hidden in plain sight—a key to discovering what “can only be
revealed by God” yet “likewise may be learned from this book.” Artephius isn’t trying to obfuscate
for the sake of obfuscation. He intends to be perfectly clear, but that clarity requires your
participation. If you read as a passive recipient of information, you won’t get it. You need to move
your mind. Alchemical symbols, stories, and procedures are all intended to set your mind in
motion. That’s why crucial information is so often displaced, why the answer you need is located
some distance away from the question. The movement you have to make between the question
and the answer is an essential part of the answer. It is the difference between mere information
and meaning.Now that you’re on a roll, you might want to reconsider some of the elements in the
story of Nicholas Flamel. While trying to discover how to prepare the prima materia, he got stuck
for twenty-one years. Some things he tried got him more stuck. Other things he tried eventually
got him unstuck. Try listing the procedures that worked for him and the procedures that didn’t.
See if you are able to make sense of any of them in the light of what you’ve discovered so far. As
for those that still baffle you, bury them for now in the cemetery of the Holy Innocents.Naming as
an Alchemical ProcedureIn the Quran, God assembles the angels and demands that they
prostrate themselves before his latest creation, Adam. The angels respond (I’m paraphrasing
here), “You’ve got to be kidding!” To them, Adam just looks like a glorified animal. They can’t see
anything in him that would command their respect. So God asks the angels to tell him the names
of the animals he has previously created. The angels are unable to do it. “How can we know the
names of these things if you haven’t told us?” they protest. But when God sets Adam the same
task, out come words like tiger, rhinoceros, and jellyfish. Duly impressed, the angels prostrate
after all. For some reason, naming is a very big deal in the spiritual world.It’s also a big deal in
school. If the words we use to describe inner and outer phenomena are similar to the words
used by our teachers, our statements are deemed true, and we get good grades. Social
agreement about the meaning of words is essential if we are to communicate intelligibly. Should
you use the word “five” to mean what others mean by “four,” you will think that 2 + 2 = 5. One
could argue that the difference between your thought and that of your arithmetic teacher is
merely semantic. But if you and your teacher can’t agree on the semantics, you will probably
flunk, because your teacher has no way of understanding what you’re trying to say.Sometimes



you learn a name for something before you have perceived the thing itself. Being told the name
clues you in to look for the phenomenon. When children are taught the word “five,” they learn to
see five-ness. This is how a lot of alchemical thinking works. Its object is not necessarily to make
thoughts correspond to outward phenomena that you already perceive. It is more like building a
road that will carry you to what you don’t presently perceive. The test of a good road is whether it
takes you where you want to go. When alchemists assert, “As above, so below,” they are not
offering it as a proposition for debate. Rather, they are describing a mental pathway that has led
them to new perceptions and insights.As Einstein and the theoretical physicists who followed
him began to illuminate the relationship between energy and matter, scholars noticed the
pronounced similarity of these theories to the metaphysical teachings of Buddhism and Taoism.
If you substitute scientific words like “matter” for Buddhist words like “form,” Buddhist
metaphysical discourses sound very much like the theories of modern physicists. Based on this
observation, someone had the brainstorm that you could substitute the word “energy” for “spirit,”
and “Universe” for “God.”The idea caught on. It proved especially appealing to people who were
drawn to the “spiritual” yet felt turned off by the religions in which they’d been raised. They had
no use for the judgmental patriarch of monotheism, but the Universe has a nice way of minding
its own business. If you want to sleep in on Sunday morning, the Universe won’t object. Not only
that, but with a simple semantic shift—substituting “energy” for “spirit”—the whole disconnect
between science and religion pretty much disappears. The discoveries of theoretical physicists
begin to shed light on everything from providence to prayer. Magic, too, begins to look logical. If
thoughts are a form of energy, then it must be possible to get things done by directing that
energy.Equating spirit with energy is certainly workable for people who like their scientific
explanations and their metaphysical explanations to match. But this way of naming may create
some new mental obstacles for the alchemist. You see, if matter is just energy in another form,
the converse is also true. On its own, neither matter nor energy has much to say for itself. Both
are, from a human point of view, impersonal. It follows that if you don’t take lightning personally,
you shouldn’t take the “energy” of another’s affection or anger personally either. Much of the
richness of human experience gets lost in the translation.To conceive of spirit as pure energy
suggests that, when this energy separates from your body at death, it must be no more human
than the stuff that turns on your desk lamp or runs your dishwasher. How, then, can you tell one
person’s spirit from another? Assuming this pure energy reincarnates, why would it do so in the
form of another human as opposed to, say, a comet or a hippopotamus? And if the energy you
call “I” does take form as another human, what do you have in common with that new person?
The Tibetan lama, Chögyam Trungpa, had a good answer for this. Asked how Tibetans
recognize one lama as the reincarnation of a previous lama, he replied, “They have the same
style.” The word “style” in this context says something different from the word “energy.” Style is
how energy takes one form and not another. You could say that style is like an idea or an
intention. Or you could say that it is like personality. Style is the essence of the matter. Style is
also where names come from, why such disparate forms as the gnat and the praying mantis are



both called “insect.”In our mundane perceptions, the style of a thing is identical to its form. We
don’t usually perceive chair-ness as separate from the chair, or Dalai Lama-ness as separate
from the Dalai Lama, or kiss-ness as separate from the particular kiss we are engaged in. Yet
there are times when we find it useful to consider style apart from form. A furniture designer
wishing to come up with a brand new form of chair has to perceive what chair-ness is. Otherwise
he will end up with a desk or a bed. If you want to be a better kisser, it helps to contemplate kiss-
ness. And if you want to identify a being who is not manifesting in a physical form (such as an
angel or the spirit of someone who has died), you will have to recognize him by style alone.Style,
for the alchemist, is a workable concept because it can be used to expand one’s perceptions.
Starting with the hypothesis that there is such a thing as style—that all phenomena have some
sort of essence or personality—you can go looking for it. Style is also the link between sensory
and extrasensory perceptions. If you would like to have more of the latter, begin by learning to
distinguish the style of things from their physical forms. (At the end of this chapter, I’ve given you
some exercises that may help.)The law of correspondences is an elaboration of the style
concept. It is an attempt to understand phenomena by means of analogies—a kind of
metaphorical thinking that we usually associate with artists rather than scientists. The basic idea
is that disparate objects in the universe—such as planets, elements, minerals, flora and fauna,
organs of the body, etc.—have stylistic similarities. We express this all the time in our figures of
speech. Our clichés about plants—“cheerful as a daisy,” “strong as an oak,” “regal as a lily”—
draw an analogy between a plant and a human quality or feeling. Alchemists would say that
these expressions have become cliché’s because there’s something universally true about them.
Plants actually do embody qualities similar to those found in the human soul. In the system of
remedies devised by the alchemist Edward Bach, stoic people are offered a medicine made
from oak, while those suffering from excessive self-pity are advised to take one made from
willow. How a plant might be described by a poet is relevant to its medicinal effects.Let’s contrast
this with what biochemists do when they want to make medicine. Observing that people living in
the Ebook Library rain forest munch on a certain type of leaf when they are suffering from gas,
biochemists might analyze the sap in the leaf, breaking it down into its chemical components,
trying to isolate and eventually synthesize the molecular compound that aids digestion. They’re
trying, in other words, to eliminate relationship, to separate the active ingredient or relevant
variable from the context in which it originally appears. What the plant looks like, where and how
it grows, and what poets might have to say about it are, to the biochemist, irrelevant variables.
There is no disputing that medicines devised by this method actually work. Yet the rain forest
dwellers who have always chewed on that leaf discovered it by means of perceiving, rather than
eliminating, relationship.
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Zoe Chance, “Skeptic turned raving fan. On Becoming an Alchemist is my absolute favorite
book.Some enthusiastic reviewers here are scholars of alchemy and hermeneutics. I'm a down-
to-earth business professor who had never read about such esoteric subject matter as beings of
the Above and the Below. And if I knew how occult this book was, I wouldn't have picked it up--
lucky for me that I did not! I'm so inspired by it that I've given away at least 20 copies to friends
and family. Not all have read it, but those that have have raved.MacCoun is so wise and so
eloquent, and her rhetorical style so rational, she just makes *sense*. And while she deals with
matters of the occult, her book is anything but abstract. It's an instruction manual with the grace
of a zen koan. Even if you had no interest it its spiritual elements, the practices would yield
valuable benefits. Take the Perceiving Style exercises: through fun and simple mind games, one
gains experiential access to universal truth.My mother, a spiritual person, found herself grieving
for the impossible while reading this book: she longed to have read it as a young woman--years
before it was written. I cannot read it when I was younger, but I will undoubtedly read it again and
again as I get older.MacCoun is a sage for any Age.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Out of this world, in a practical way ;). Wow, Catherine MacCoun really
puts the alchemical process into directly applicable practices in our physical world. This isn’t a
“self-help” book in the usual sense, because she encourages the reader to get extremely real in
ways other authors don’t. This book will help you to see your world with new and non-judgmental
eyes; you won’t see things as good or bad, simply parts of the process. The parts of this process
that once seemed so abstract, now make more sense. What made sense before is now more
abstract. I know it sounds crazy. There’s so much I wish I could say about this book and what I’ve
learned, but you’ll just have to read for yourself! It is for you to understand in your own unique
way. That being said: I’m about to read it again :D”

Cruzin, “Coesidencia posetoria/ the union of opposites. Each step is necessaryAnd must be
practiced oftenThe philosopher Stone is a complex of ideas no matter how you slice it.“The
redemption of earth through magic”This is a powerful book.”

Donald E. Silva, “Thought Magic. This is the best book I’ve read on spirituality ever. It is practical.
I’ve used the basic principle expressed in the first few pages to stop the noisy music by my
neighbor without uttering a word. And this was after years of musical hell. Alchemy works, but it
requires you to change the relationship you have. The author demystifies the wonderful story of
Theosophy as an example of how easily one can fool themselves. I bought this book and I also
bought the Kindle version. I love it.”

Vicky Lupperger, “Excellent! Leaves me feeling like I need no other book. I refer to this book
often and will reread entire chapters.. Excellent! Leaves me feeling like I need no other book. The



way Catherine has structured this book and her down to earth style of writing definitely add to
the experience. I refer to this book often and will reread entire chapters. She beautifully explains
the different stages of alchemy for personal development, such as fermentation and calcination.
I especially love the way she explains the concepts of above and below.”

K V P Coffey, “Almost Speechless!. My reading spans 57 years at around two books completed
a week - that's a bit over or under 6,000 books. Authors at the very top of meeting my particular
predilections range from Aurobindo to Rudolf Steiner, Lee Child to John Steinbeck, Richard
Tarnas to (now) Catherine MacCoun. The best writers are unique in their thinking and
expression, and bring a great gift. I experience Catherine's thinking and expression as
wonderfully unique, authentic, coherent, masterful - and, thankfully, very occasionally, short of
perfection. "On Becoming An Alchemist" is a very great gift for which I'm very very grateful.
Perhaps you will be too.”

Tegan F, “Great and enthralling read. This book is great in a journey of self development and
understanding of yourself, I have been going on a bit of a self discovery journey (particularly
through lock down) and this book came to me at the right time. I haven't been able to put it down
and definitely something I will pick up again and again.”

S. FREEMAN, “the zen of alchemy. You don't have to aspire to be an alchemist or magician to
appreciate this book. MacCoun deals with profound stuff about life in a clear and down-to-earth
writing style. Having read it once I now feel the need to return to the book to re-visit and mull over
some of the ideas she explores. Full of learning and wisdom that is communicated in a zen kind
of way, which is to say focussed, direct, and with a sense of humour, she's sort of an Osho of
alchemy.”

M M,, “Five Stars. A lovely book, well worth the read. It resonated with me and I feel it would with
many. Was delivered quickly, thank you!”

Kristine, “Good read. Good read. Fast shipping. Recommend”

Cassandra, “Amazing book - must read!. Her writing style is phenomenal”

Iván Segura, “Five Stars. Very interesting.”

The book by Catherine MacCoun has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 152 people have provided
feedback.
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